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B IOGRAPHY
François Roca was born in Lyon (France) in 1971. He studied in Paris at the National School of Applied Arts
Olivier-de-Serres, then in Lyon at the Émile-Cohl School; he graduated in 1993. He devoted himself a time to
painting and then exclusively to illustration. He particularly illustrates the texts of his accomplice Fred
Bernard, with whom he builds an imaginary universe renewed with each album. Since 1996, this "featherbrush" association allows him to visit themes rarely dealt with in children’s literature. An album marks a
turning point in their collaboration: Jésus Betz wins the 2001 Baobab and Goncourt Jeunesse 2002 awards.
That provides them with the freedom to tell stories for older children: The Bonsai-man, The Indian of the
Eiffel Tower... François likes to give life to characters close to those who made him dream as a child,
characters he met in the cinema or in front of the television. He also produces covers for novels and
magazines and collaborates regularly with American publishers.
Heir to the painters he loves and admires (E. Fromentin, E. Hopper, F. Remington, J. W. Waterhouse, N. C.
Wyeth, Vermeer…), he pays tribute to them in his albums; he cites them with winks or transpositions that
allow to build bridges between artists over time. Literary and cinematographic references also nourish his
works where the skies, lights and the “clairs-obscurs” excel. In parallel to his activities in the press, in
publishing or in communication, François Roca paints and exhibits regularly his oil paintings representing
portraits of women.

“I don’t make sketches of all the images, I just write the title of the drawing, as it is done with paintings.
According to the text, I directly see what I want to draw, without necessarily having a fixed idea already. I
keep these titles and I forget about the text, the word-for-word. I rely on what I feel. Sometimes, I make a
mistake. But when Fred [Bernard] sees the image, he tells me what I forgot. (...) I create all my images and
he watches how they evolve. The first one is very important. I hate making all the sketches of an album and
then painting them. I begin directly with the first image of the book. I start from a white page, I draw, I
sketch, and then I paint. Sometimes, I fail and I start again. This first image will give the tone; it will
determine who the main character is. It’s not necessarily the first image of the book, but I have to “feel” it
well. It has to be the image we’re making the book for. More and
more often, I start with the cover. If it’s good, then all the rest
will follow. Sometimes I need a whole month just to find the first
picture. But when I finally have it, everything else is unlatched.
While I finish the rendering, I think about the second image, and
so on and so forth. I immerge myself in the book. It’s like going
on a trip; I don’t know where I’m going. The publishers were a
bit worried at first, but now they got used to it”.
“I don’t necessary have an image in mind directly. I gather
documentation on each theme, with photos, pictures… I like to
travel through the documents”. 1
“I am not a sketch artist, for me painting, colour and material are
essential to feel fully at ease. The drawing is only a preparatory
phase that disappears under the layers of paint”. 2

1

(Fred Bernard & François Roca) Créateurs d’aventures, Albin Michel jeunesse, Paris, 2016, pp : 5-6.
https://www.reseau-canope.fr/savoirscdi/societe-de-linformation/le-monde-du-livre-et-de-la-presse/auteurs-etillustrateurs/entretien-avec-fred-bernard-francois-roca.html
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N OMINATING F RANÇOIS R OCA :
THE REASONS BEHIND THE CHOICE

François Roca is one of those illustrators with such a personality that one recognises his albums at first sight.
He puts his virtuosity as a painter and artist at the service of illustration. Each of his images is a painting and
the power that emerges from it inevitably brings the reader into the depths of the book’s universe. His
images have a very strong evocative power and immerge the reader immediately in the worlds he is
representing, be it the circus (Jésus Betz [Jesus Betz], Le Fantôme du cirque d’hiver [The Ghost of the
winter circus]), the far west (Cheval vêtu [Painted Horse], Calamity Jane), a fantasy word (Anya et Tigre

blanc [Anya and White Tiger]), adventurous lands (L’Homme-Bonsaï [The Bonsai-Man], La Fille du Samuraï
[The Samurai's daughter]) or even in more classical works (Le Papa de Simon [Simon’s dad] by
Maupassant), to name just a few titles. His images have such evocative force that, not surprisingly, Nathan
editions asked François Roca to illustrate all the covers of the Contes et légendes [Tales and Legends]
collection.
With the same exigency that his long-time accomplice Fred
Bernard has in writing, Roca creates the means to help
children step into literature. He believes that children have the
potential to understand and interpret the diverse world they
live in. The books he creates with Fred Bernard are not based
on “easy” themes that could please everyone, they are
demanding and challenging. They don’t avoid dealing with
handicaps, differences, the destructive madness of men,
freaks… Their books also empower the readers by providing
them with stories of strong men and women, who fight to
accomplish their goals and who surpass themselves in the
course of the story. Their books render well the complexity of
our world, through demanding texts and magnificent
illustrations.
Along the years, Fred Bernard and François Roca have rooted
a genre in children’s literature: the picture books for the older children, who are sometimes considered “too
grown-up” to have pictures presented to them in fiction books. They bring children’s literature to a higher
level.
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I NTERVIEWS AND A RTICLES
F RANÇOIS R OCA & F RED B ERNARD
S YMBIOTIC
Interview by Malika Person, November 17, 2016.

“Making books that you don’t want to get rid of when you move house”. The project was an ambitious one,
with only two men working together to achieve their goal. Twenty years and 23 albums later, we can only
say that they have succeeded. We talked to one of the most likable duos in children’s and young people’s
literature. We would politely request that Fred Bernard forgives us for having, in this transcription, focused
on the answers of his illustrator-partner.

Malika Person: How have you managed for 20 years to successfully
bring your projects, which are based on the same principle, with one
person writing, the other illustrating, to a successful conclusion?
François Roca: We never do the same thing, and we don’t use the same
characters. We change epochs and geographical locations, and that’s why we
never get bored, because we’re always trying to do different things and do them
better. We met each other 25 years ago at the Emile Cohl School. We were
friends and I knew that Fred wrote. So we started to work together on La Reine
des fourmis (Queen of the ants). It was our very first book, with animals because
I thought that to make a beginning as an illustrator in children’s literature animals
would be a good, childlike thing. Even if red ants are a bit particular. And then I
also decided that everything would happen in the jungle, and in the end it was set in the Natural History
Museum in Lyon, where there were animals, but stuffed ones. I have childhood memories of lots of rainy
afternoons there, and there was the whole ethnological section with Indian mummies like in Tintin, which I
loved, even though it frightened me. In terms of illustration, I always prefer old things. Old films, old
museums …

And you, Fred, you’re also a designer. How do you negotiate the fact that your role in the
partnership “only” involves writing?
Fred Bernard: As François said, he’s the one who took the first step. We never said that we would work
together, but I’ve never made a distinction between writing and drawing. I went to art school, but I wanted
to study science. I like to write and I like to draw, but always with the same energy and while focusing on
themes that always reference things that left an impression on us when we were kids and teenagers.

In fact, what influences or events have inspired each of you in your work?
F.B.: The first thing I say to myself is that you shouldn’t simplify the text, you shouldn’t sacrifice it. As soon
as you’ve got a good story, you can add anything to it you want. That’s why I always place the bar fairly
high depending on what the story requires. Everyone has their own linguistic demands.
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And in regard to the illustrations, François Roca, we know that the art of quotation has
always existed; for example, in Le Fantôme du Cirque d’Hiver there’s a scene which seems
familiar, that comes from a film.
F.R.: It’s done on purpose. Yes, it comes from Trapeze, an old film with Tony Curtis, Burt Lancaster, and
Gina Lollobrigida that I saw as a child. It is one of the old films we saw on TV in La Dernière séance d’Eddy
Mitchell (Eddie Mitchell’s last screening), a very important programme in terms of my knowledge of film. And
Trapeze was filmed at the Winter Circus. Also, Fred had included it in the text, so it was obvious that I was
going to do a homage. I took the image of Gina Lollobrigida with the head of the circus, added some
characters, and played around with it to adapt it and create an image that reflected the story, but which
retained the original reference, for those who understood it. You can recognise the actors. I don’t start from
nothing at all. It’s like Fred when he writes. We research the theme. In this case, it was clearly the Winter
Circus. For The Phantom of the Opera, we didn’t need to travel too far, just to a four-hour visit to the Opéra
with a fireman. I took 400 photos! Afterwards, we had to find the characters. That was something else. The
fact that we create a new universe for every album means that I don’t have to be stuck with the same style;
I can use multiple references and keep on discovering new things. I have a realistic style, and realism is
based on the real. To draw the tiger in Anya et Tigre blanc (Anya and White tiger), I wasn’t going to just
invent it. I wanted to do a realistic tiger. So, I used photos of tigers, but, for the needs of the story, I made
it bigger vis-à-vis the character. The same thing for horses. I can draw a horse spontaneously, but it won’t
be the way I want it, I always need a model.

Thomas Gomez and Gina Lollobridgida in “Trapeze” by Carol Reed in1956, and the scene from Le Fantôme du cirque d’hiver inspired by the film.

Is it true that you base the horses, and even your Indians, on the work of American painters,
including Pyle and Whyte?
F.R.: Yes, for a while they were my biggest influences. I was a fan of theirs, they are incomparable masters,
and they’re far better than I am, but I used them, for sure. For Soleil noir (Black sun), for the girl, I needed
an Aztec Indian, a Mexican in any case. I based my approach on Terrence Malick’s The New World, which
has a very beautiful young woman in it. I couldn’t have made her up. In any case, for Soleil noir I wanted to
make a film for myself.
6

F.B.: Making a book is like making a film. And readers, in turn, do the same thing.

Today’s children bathe in a flow of images. Do you think that your pictures still feed the
imagination?
F.R.: The role of my pictures is just to create time. Because today everything happens very quickly; for
example, in action films everything happens a lot faster that in the films of our youth. And, after all,
interpreting an image with an accompanying text demands a certain amount of time. And in our albums,
which are aimed at older kids, there’s a fair amount of text. Which I need. Three lines wouldn’t give me a lot
to work on. And if someone reads the words to you, then you really have the time to look at the pictures.

The pictures in your albums have an undeniably poetic dimension, but they also imply a
more complex level of interpretation and your readers experience that complexity. How
would you define them? As beautiful images?
F.R.: Well, I hope so. You know, I try to make them as beautiful as possible. The important thing is to link
form and content. Well, for me, as an illustrator; generally, to create beautiful images you need a good text.
You know, as an illustrator, I need a story that sweeps me along, that enthuses me, that presents problems
that oblige me to rise to the challenge of the text. The most striking example is Jésus Betz, where the text is
so strong that it doesn’t need any pictures. The first time Fred read my work, I didn’t know whether it would
be good enough, and that’s what encouraged me to go further. In hindsight, I think it’s our best album; it’s
our favourite anyway. And even in terms of the pictures, there aren’t any that I think are failures, which isn’t
the true of other albums.
F.B.: We’re also working for people who are developing, a process that lasts a lifetime, by the way. But the
way in which children “receive” our albums depends on their education and their level of general knowledge.
We know nothing about how our albums are received. I think that a good picture is a picture that can leave
a trace on us without us asking why, nor what techniques have been applied by the painter, in the same
way as when you read something you don’t tell yourself that the words are made up of letters, or ask
yourself how the author put them together. And insofar as we’re concerned, text and images are intrinsically
linked because we do everything together, the editing, and the storyboard. Not many albums are made that
way.

If looking at pictures is a contemplative act, when you
read a text you enter a world of action. In L’HommeBonsaï, the main character is a man with a tree growing
out of the top of his head. Without the text, you wouldn’t
be able to understand his story.
The text takes us into another domain, that of worry …
F.B.: A text that reflects François’s drawings. What’s more, in the
beginning we frightened people. They said it was too sombre, too
dark … People asked François to do things that were a little lighter.
Luckily, Lucette Savier and Marion Jablonsky from Albin Michel, with
whom we have worked for many years, don’t ask us those kinds of
questions.
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Has François ever come up with any pictures that forced you to change your texts?
F.B.: Technically, I get rid of everything “dispensable” when there are pictures. And then there are two
albums I wrote based on pictures that François did: Monsieur Cloud nuagiste (Mister Nuage, cloud artist)
and Le Train jaune (The Yellow Train).
F.R.: It was for an illustration competition at the Bologna Book Fair. They needed five pictures, and I’d
created a character who was followed around by a little cloud all the time. Fred started from there. It was
the same for Le Train jaune, but this time the initial pictures don’t appear in the book.
F.B.: We began to publish our albums in a period where we had to try things out. There have been two
major periods in which children’s albums were open to a multitude of influences, the 1970s and the 1990s,
where a breach was opened that shook up a lot of things, notably thanks to albums for adults. The
publishing landscape had to be opened up; publishers encouraged us in this sense. We were able to surf
that wave because economic considerations were less central
then. Jésus Betz emerged in that context, as did L’HommeBonsaï (The bonsai man). It was a big opportunity because,
before then, it was impossible to publish stories like those, and
now it would be more difficult.
F.R.: It’s the loyalty of the people who follow us that enables us
to go on.
F.B.: We know that it’s a fragile kind of freedom. There aren’t
many people doing albums for grown-ups. There’s François
Place. Everything important is happening in albums for young
children. But that means we have to bang our heads together
and solve problems. It’s fascinating.

François, when Fred gives you a text, do you visualise the pictures straight away? Do you
sometimes get artist’s block?
F.R.: For Jésus Betz (inspired by the universe depicted in the film Freaks, on which I wrote my final year
dissertation at the Emile Cohl School), I had the characters, the monsters, all of that, but how was I to
approach it? Like I did with L’Homme-Bonsaï. A little man with a little tree growing out of his head can
quickly become ridiculous, but if he’s a big guy, with tattoos and everything, it can work. Either I have
precise ideas from the outset, or I have to look for them, like for Rose et l’automate de l’Opéra (Rose and
the automaton of the Opéra), which I couldn’t start before visiting the Opera House in Paris.
F.B.: In the end, there are only 15 pictures. You have to be careful choosing them. When you close the
book you have to have the feeling that you’ve seen 200. There are also all the drawings done by François
that aren’t in the book but that the reader is going to “see”. When I write, I have François’s images in my
head. Not mine, not a friend’s, but François’s. So that influences my writing.

Among your recurrent images is that of the tree. There is a bonsai in La Fille du Samouraï;
there’s even one in Le Grand match, illustrated by Jean-François Martin.
F.B.: It’s always later that we see whether there are any links between the albums. I like trees, and I like
the idea of time that they suggest. It takes a long time to make a beautiful tree.
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And then there are women. Fred, you used Jeanne et le Mokélé in a solo comic book project.
F.R.: Yes, Fred had fun with his comic book version of Jeanne et le Mokélé. He could let himself go and
draw erotic scenes. I’m a bit jealous. It’s something you can’t do in children’s books. In the album,
sensuality and sexuality are taboo subjects. In Soleil noir, I pushed sensuality furthest, it’s when I placed the
hair in front of the young lady’s breasts, but that still has quite an effect in the classroom. In L’Indien de la
Tour Eiffel (The Indian of the Eiffel Tower) there’s the kiss on the cover. It was a risky thing to do. It could
have been a bit Mills & Boon.

François, you also address the theme of women in your work as a painter.
F.R.: Yes, because it’s a great subject. I started displaying original press illustrations, and I exhibited a few
paintings I’d done when I was a student. Women. There’s a very strong Hopper influence; they’re always
waiting, we don’t know what for; they’re more or less nude. Kind of like pin-ups, but with an interior life. In
fact, I don’t have a particular subject. I’m just taking a break. I base my work on photos. The background
changes constantly as does the picture. I can add a window, or erase one. I can just paint a curtain with a
play of light. There’s also a David Lynch thing going on.

Is the colour palette very different from your album illustrations?
F.R.: A little, but it’s mostly the format that changes. A canvas is 1.30m by 90cm, so it’s almost life-size.
When I paint a woman I try to instil life into her. The technique’s the same; it’s oil paint, except that the
illustrations are designed to be reproduced, while the paintings aren’t. The objective of the illustrations is to
accompany a text and tell a story. The objective of the paintings is to be framed and exhibited.

Do you both work in the same way?
F.R.: No. When I paint I’m standing up; when I do my illustrations, I paint sitting or lying down, on fairly
large plates, but the largest format is a “raisin” format, which is more or less 55cm by 40cm, and that
changes a lot of things. I get the impression I’m doing miniatures, while in painting you enter the picture,
physically. I’m standing up, I work with an easel, the canvas is bigger than I am, and the way of painting
isn’t the same, it involves your whole body, and it’s not the same feeling. Since I use a lot of detail in my
illustrations, I don’t want to do it in my painting. It’s always in an enclosed space. I like the fact that you
don’t know what’s going to happen, you can tell a story, to yourself as much as to the spectator. However,
when I displayed my paintings and illustrations, they didn’t work together. Now, I only exhibit my paintings.

In La Fille du Samouraï (The Samurai’s Daughter), there’s a portrait of a woman that’s fairly
close to a painting, in which you see the detail of her tattoos.
F.R.: Yes, it’s in the text, and it wasn’t obvious because the girl was supposed to be tattooed with all the
precepts of the art of handling the Samurai sword written by her father. We found a translation of a
Japanese manual, and I tried to reproduce phrases extracted from the text. But it didn’t work, it didn’t look
Japanese, it was odd. You know, it didn’t correspond to our vision of the thing. So I did a bit of messing
around, reproducing the ideograms that were visually most appropriate.

And what’s great about it is that it doesn’t disfigure her. She is no less pretty than before.
F.B.: It’s her father who tattoos her, he pays attention!
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F.R.: Yes, he’s gentle with his daughter, especially with her eyelids. In fact, I drew a picture with a “perfect”
face, and then I really “tattooed” it. But I had to think about it first, because if it didn’t work I would have
had to redo the whole drawing. I was trembling like a tattoo artist.

We haven’t talked yet about the places in which your stories take place. Do you travel much?
F.B.: I would have liked to travel for a living. The pictures I bring back from my journeys are the only ones I
do just for myself. For fun, like when I was a child. It’s also a field of experimentation because no one’s
going to tell me “oh no, that’s not going to work”. And I love all exotic adventure writers. But I found them
frustrating in regard to women because they were almost entirely absent. In Conrad and London they’re
insignificant.
F.R.: On the other hand, I don’t draw. Well, not like Fred, like that, with a pencil, it’s not remotely the way I
express myself; everything I find interesting about the job is to do with painting.

You mean that you don’t do preparatory drawings?
F.R.: I do, but the drawings disappear under the painting; I sometimes lose it completely, I have to find it
again using a different approach. With painting. Volume, colours, values … But I don’t have a style, I have
no “writing” technique, I haven’t worked on it, and I’ve never had a spontaneous interest in it. Even if, in
painting, you’re always drawing, but in a different way.
Malika Person, « François Roca & Fred Bernard. En symbiose », in Secrets d’illustrateurs, La Revue des livres pour
enfants, Hors-série n° 4, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 2018, pp. 127-134. Translated by Michael Lavin.
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F RED B ERNARD F RANÇOIS R OCA
T W O VOICES , SEVERAL VISIONS

In biology, symbiosis is the long-term, reciprocally beneficial association between two living organisms. The
sea anemone and the clown fish provide a good example. As do Fred Bernard and François Roca who, for
exactly twenty years, have been doing impressively original and ambitious work in the field of children’s
literature. Gifted tellers of beautiful stories, the two symbiotic partners told us theirs.

From a very early age?
François: At the end of the third year I decided to enrol in a technical high school in Lyon, my home town,
which offered a Technical Diploma in Book Design. This track led to the fields of graphic design and
illustration pretty much applied to advertising via a design/studies track that I came across at an exhibition of
student work. I was stopped dead in my tracks by a hyper-realistic, aerograph drawing of a ski shoe, and I
said to myself that that was what I wanted to do. From that point on, I had the impression that I’d found my
calling. I’ve never regretted not having chosen the general education stream, which was something that I
could also have done (I was a good student). I like telling that story to the children I meet. You don’t have to
be a bad student to like drawing. And I’ve always liked drawing. After the three-year course, logically enough
I did a BTS at the Olivier-de-Serres National Advanced School of Applied Arts in Paris. There again, the
courses involved applying illustration and graphic design to the world of advertising which, I began to
understand, wasn’t really my thing. Besides, I was rubbish at it. What I liked was drawing … My parents
wanted me to enrol in the Émile Cohl School (which was already a very expensive private school at that
time). But in vain. I went back to Lyon and met Mr Bernard. I was twenty years old.
Fred: People always told me that I should either be a builder (my father’s profession), or a wine grower (my
mother’s profession), and up until I went to college I never really asked myself any questions. I was the
oldest of all my cousins, so it was difficult to think about other options. But I was fascinated in animals and I
wanted to be a vet. Since I liked drawing, I also did evening courses at the Beaune School of Fine Arts, but I
never thought that it would be anything more than a hobby. It was the teachers at the School who
encouraged me to sit the entrance examination. My parents knew nothing about it. When I told them I’d
passed my mother was a bit panicked. She thought it was a school full of drug addicts. To reassure them, I
said I was going to get into advertising (in reality, for me, advertisers come just after arms dealers). But at
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least it bore some resemblance to a real profession. After two years at the School of Fine Arts I realised what
interested me was painting rather than narration. That’s how I changed direction and ended up at the Émile
Cohl School.

So, in 1991 you met up once again at the Émile Cohl School …
Fred: I’d been there for a year when François arrived.
François: Since it was expensive and I had a good academic background, I asked to enrol directly in the
second year …
Fred: François already had an illustration fanzine – Odieux – and that brought us closer. Whenever students
had to work in pairs, we always got together. We went on holiday together. After graduating, I lived in
England for a year. I took the opportunity to show English publishers a few stories that I had translated.
François: Meanwhile, I was in the army. I could tell you about it if you like! I worked in the meteorological
service in the Air Force.
Fred: We met up again later, when we were both starting to contact publishers, with our boxes of drawings
under our arms.
François: My background wasn’t very “children’s books”. It was more Egon Schiele than Martine à la plage.
And we had both realised that publishers were, more than anything else, looking for projects including both
words and pictures. That’s why I asked Fred if he would give me a story. For children. A story about animals
seemed a good idea to me. So, we went with a story about ants …
Fred: François gave me a list of the ingredients he wanted, like a cook going to the market before getting to
work in the kitchen. He wanted a forest, but he also wanted an American-style city, a museum, and a plane,
a plane with a propeller. Our point of departure was animals who travel without even wanting to, like the
snail on my motorbike.
François: Although the story wasn’t really finished, I did five drawings. We thought that was enough for
publishers to base a decision on, and this time we approached them together. Albin Michel, Mango and Le
Seuil, because those publishers did albums we liked. The first two showed an interest. At the time, Albin
Michel was headed by Frédéric Houssin, along with Cédric Ramadier, Anne Bouin, and Françoise de Guilbert.
All of them wanted to do La Reine des fourmis (The Queen of the ants) right away. That was in November
1995 and they wanted the album for the following September.
Fred: Frédéric Houssin’s enthusiasm for the project, the speed with which he took decisions, those were
great times. He provided intelligent advice and allowed us to take the risks we wanted to take (double pages
with 100% text, for example). It was our first book, we didn’t have any experience, but we had the feeling
that we were being listened to and that, at the same time, we were learning. And Frédéric found the title for
us too. Our working title was “À qui le poil?” (Who’s hair) or “Poil de quoi?” (Hair of what?). But the album
was a serious inquiry, which needed a more dramatic title. It became La Reine des fourmis a disparu. (The
Queen of the ants has disappeared) When you look at it now, from a graphic point of view, it’s an album very
much of its time, very Creative Education 3.

3

An American educational publishing house founded in 1932, The Creative Company, originally known as the Creative
Educational Society, would become, in the 1980s, an important actor in children’s and young people’s literature. It was
under the influence of Rita Marshall, the Creative Director of the company’s offshoot, Creative Editions, that Roberto
Innocenti’s earliest albums, and Sarah Moon’s Little Red Riding Hood saw the light of day.
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La Reine des fourmis a disparu, Albin Michel jeunesse, 1996

In fact, all your albums have something in common: a traditional, elegant design …
Fred: Our book designs owe a lot to the talent of William Boni, but we’ll talk about that later … We try not to
get too caught up in fads. We like to make books that you wouldn’t want to get rid of when you move
house…
François: Even though, for our twentieth anniversary, Albin Michel is going to republish La Reine des
fourmis with a new design (a slightly lighter background colour, and full-page illustrations).
At the same time you were working on La Reine des fourmis with Albin Michel, you were also
involved in projects with Le Seuil …
François: At Le Seuil, Jacques Binsztok and Brigitte Morel were interested in our work but not in our ant
story. Meanwhile, I was showing my illustrations to other publishers; I had my final year work on Freaks,
which people told me was totally not for children. Apart from Jacques Binsztok. And that’s the way that the
adventure story, Jésus Betz, began, even if it took a lot longer than La Reine des fourmis.
And, at the same time, both of you began to publish books independently of one another.
François: Frédéric Houssin gave me the job of illustrating a text by Anne Jonas called Solinké du grand
fleuve, (Solinké of the great river) which came out three months before La Reine des fourmis.
Fred: And I published Mon ami crocodile (My crocodile friend) in the Zéphyr collection. At Le Seuil, I also
illustrated a text by Philippe-Henri Turin, Une aventure de Wharf le pirate (An adventure of Wharf the
pirate). All of that happened at the same time.
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Le Secret des nuages, Albin Michel jeunesse, 1997

Which children’s books inspired you in that period (1995/1996)?
Fred: We were still at the Émile Cohl School when The Last Giants by François Place came out. Immediately,
that album for adults made me think: “Why aren’t there more albums like that?” Why deprive children of 8
years of age images, strong stories, albums really made for them? The publishers said that it wouldn’t work,
but Place’s original book certainly did!
François: Anyway, we didn’t feel at ease with the world of very young children. The album that really took
my breath away was Mattotti’s Eugenio. A complex story with incredibly beautiful pictures. And Michael Sowa
as well.
Fred: My mother was a volunteer librarian in the village, so I was able to borrow whatever I wanted! I didn’t
feel able to do things as simple and powerful as Kazuo Iwamura’s The Mouse Family. For me, that was the
high point of tenderness for small children. We want to be with them. Without the sentimentality of La
famille Passiflore.
François: With us, it was more the collections of Perrault’s tales, with old school illustrations. You could say
that I didn’t have any background in modern children’s literature.
Fred: When you take a close look, it’s really the ideas developed in the field of children’s literature that are
taken up in advertising and graphic design. For example in the late 1990s, with the setting up of Editions du
Rouergue. You can also see it in festival posters. Emmanuelle Houdart, who started in children’s literature,
now has a much wider sphere of influence.
But, on the other hand, artists working in the advertising industry are looking for a new kind
of freedom in illustrated books for children and young people. We saw an example of that in
our interview with Frédéric Marais 4.
François: Today, there are illustrators in children’s literature, like Dedieu and Courgeon, who’ve spent
twenty years working in advertising, but I wanted to go directly to children’s literature. It was probably
harder and less well paid but, for me, the choice was very clear. Anyway, apart for covers for novels, there
aren’t very many other fields that need illustrators. And I didn’t want to do comics. Working together meant
that we could focus on the subjects we really wanted to work on.
Fred: There’s a militant aspect to working for children, to creating readers. Every one of us, working away in
our own little corner, has, in the end, made the same choice. In the beginning, we tried to work alone.
Binsztok suggested I write for Mattotti, and Loustal, while Albin Michel suggested that François provide
illustrations for Bernard Werber and Bernard Clavel. But we both refused, without talking to one another
4

See our feature on Thierry Dedieu in La Revue des livres pour enfants, No. 286.
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about it. We wanted to do things that only we could do. Books that nobody else but us could do. Cute, isn’t
it?
Fred, you began with pictures and, at a given moment, you opted for words. How did this
change come about?
Fred: Well, I never stopped drawing. I think that pictures and words are two ways of telling stories, two
ways of writing. At the outset, I believed I could think up my stories and illustrate them all on my own like a
big boy. But the success of La Reine des fourmis encouraged us to keep working together. For me, working
for older children meant that we could add a string to our bow in terms of what we usually proposed to
children. It was an opening towards literature and the pictorial arts.
When you talk about reaching out towards the pictorial arts it brings to mind the visual
quotations we find in François’s work. Is that based on an intention to educate?
François: No, that’s not the intention. My background is painting. I started with acrylics before moving on to
oils, and my objective, really, is to create beautiful images, some of them referencing particular artists. That’s
true of L’Île au trésor (Treasure Island) which is a homage to the great American painter-illustrators like N.C.
Wyeth. It was the first book I did with oils, in 1999. For me, the book was a turning point. With oils, you go a
lot further, as if you had more pixels available to you. And I always work in a slightly larger format. Making
designs smaller enables you to reduce the number of mistakes. You become more precise.
So, it’s the turn of the century, you’re work is well received by the critics …
François: Our first albums didn’t really sell that much, but they won prizes, which was a real encouragement
to us. The Goncourt Jeunesse Prize, the Sorcière Prize organised by bookstores specialising in literature for
young people …
Fred: We soon realised that our symbiotic relationship worked well, like the relationship between a clown
fish and a sea anemone. It meant that François could draw what he wanted, while my stories didn’t
correspond to my drawings, but, rather to François’s. You can tell any kind of story with his drawings!
Animals, explorers, pirates … We soon started work on Le Secret des nuages (The secret of clouds, Albin
Michel, 1997), Le Jardin de Max et Gardénia (Max and Gardénia’s garden”, Albin Michel, 1998), and Le Train
jaune (The Yellow Train”, Le Seuil, 1998).
A marriage of convenience?
Fred: But no, we had already been mates for five or six years. The difference was that, while we’d previously
just messed around together, now we were actually working together. We already had great chemistry, and
we had the same attitude to money. You don’t become friends by chance. François can change my words, I
can react to what he draws, and the relationship between words and pictures in our albums is constructed in
that way, from beginning to end. When there are two of you, the thing can’t work unless you accept criticism
from the other guy. To develop our partnership, we both put egotistical concerns to one side. We struggled
in the beginning, but we soon understood that this approach gave us a great deal of creative freedom.
François: We were criticised too – Fred’s vocabulary was too complicated, my illustrations were too dark,
the whole thing wasn’t really “children’s literature”. When our publisher asked us for simpler stories and
jollier drawings so that it all worked better, we said no. Le Secret des nuages, for example, is an album that
we did in our own way. But it didn’t sell very well. So then we decided that we were going to do moggies;
that’s where Max et Gardénia came from, even if cats aren’t my favourite thing. We thought that our cat
story was going to work really well and that ourYellow Train was going to be more difficult. But it happened
the other way round, at least in the beginning. The moral being that if you make calculations you always get
them wrong.
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Le Train jaune, Seuil jeunesse, 1998

Listening to you, it’s easy to understand that the initial spark is always a theme.
François: An Indian in the city. We start from there, we work on it, and it becomes L’Indien de la Tour
Eiffel. But Le train jaune started with the drawings I’d done for the Bologna competition. The story was
developed afterwards. We also did Cosmos (1999) during that period. It’s our homage to the series Cosmos
1999, and to The Fourth Dimension. And my farewell to the airbrush. Even if, at the same time, I was doing
L’Île au trésor in oils. It was a fairly “Sputnik” approach to SF, with a nod to Forbidden Planet. We had a lot
of fun doing it, but it didn’t really take off. It took us two years to sell 5,000 copies. Monsieur Cloud, nuagiste
(Mister Nuage, cloud artist) came out in the same year as Cosmos, and, like The Yellow Train, it started with
pictures that I’d done for Bologna, but these ones in black and white on
scratch card (a crazy amount of work). I wasn’t selected, but Jacques
Binsztok, who was on the jury, wanted to make a book out of them.
Fred: It’s one of the few short texts I’ve written that I really like. But it’s a
very unusual book.
François: Only graphic artists bought it.
Where would you situate the end of your trial-and-error period?
François: I think it was with Jésus Betz, which was published by Le Seuil
in 2001. Based on my final year project on Freaks, Jacques gave us carte
blanche, telling us to “really go for it”. But getting the rights for a film
adaptation turned out to be very difficult, and, after all, what could we add
to that perfect film? So, based on that universe, Fred started to write an
original story. Jacques Binsztok didn’t care if it was children’s literature or
not.
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Fred: Jacques Binsztok is a gambler. Whereas Albin Michel told us “Be careful, guys”, Jacques said “Go for it,
lads, we’ll see how it works out”. If you don’t bet, you don’t win. Recently, he told me that Jésus Betz was
one of the five books that he was proudest of having published.
In fact, Jésus Betz isn’t a very easy album …
François: And it wasn’t very easy to do either. When Fred read me his story, it didn’t need any pictures. It
was already full of really strong mental images. There was an incredible level of emotion to it.
Fred: I didn’t really agree with that. I found that, on the contrary, it needed François’s pictures to soften it.
There were no descriptions in the text. Seeing Jésus Betz, with his honest face, makes the whole story
possible.
François: I needed a lot of time before starting work on it …
Fred: The pictures gradually calm the text down. As we advance through the album, as the character climbs
the social ladder, there is more and more light.
François: We start as Charles Dickens and end up as Hopper.
Which corresponds to a period that we often find in your work.
François: The time when painters, especially American painters, brought their talent to the field of
illustration for the first time, at the turn of the 20th century. When the techniques of Impressionism enabled
Wyeth, Rockwell and the others to become active in the world of book publishing. As an illustrator, Gustave
Doré had to use engraving. In his exhibition at the Orsay, he was able to display the work of a painter
informed by an entirely different sense of freedom. In the late 19th/early 20th century, those two worlds met,
first in black and white, then in colour. Before the great years of graphics, with Cassandre and Savignac,
once again turned approaches to illustration upside down. This painterly illustration also echoes our
knowledge of the cinema; not the films that came out when we were young, but the films we saw on TV.
Johnny Weissmuller’s Tarzan films, which are more of our parents’ or grandparents’ time (between 1932 and
1948), are the best example of this kind of inspiration. You just have to look at Jeanne et le Mokélé (Jane, of
course …).
Fred: Jésus Betz and Jeanne et le Mokélé, which came out
in the same year, both won the Goncourt Jeunesse Prize.
Edmonde Charles-Roux preferred the first, and Michel
Tournier the second; but as it was the same authors. When
we turned up to collect our twin prizes, they were surprised
that we were so young. At the time of Rouergue, our
traditional approach was out of phase. But no, we weren’t a
couple of pensioners doing dad-style albums. What’s funny
is that we thought that Jésus Betz would meet with a
problematic reception. Jacques even thought that there
might be legal action. But that album got a lot of support
from the people who liked it. It was even chosen by the
newspaper, La Croix, as its Christmas favourite. Jacques
was kind of disappointed …
So, the success of Jésus Betz ushered in a new period, a period of freedom.
Fred: Although we didn’t really sell many copies of Jésus Betz, we have never had more press than for that
album, and it made everything that followed possible. It was up to us to add links to that chain: L’HommeBonsaï (The bonsai man) for Albin Michel Jeunesse, who were increasingly enthusiastic thanks to Marion
Jablonski and our editor, Lucette Savier. Then L’Indien de la Tour Eiffel (The Indian of the Eiffel Tower) at
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Seuil Jeunesse, which was soon to close, with the buyout and the departure of Jacques Binsztok. But with
freedom comes responsibility. We can’t do just anything with it.
François: Jésus Betz ’s marvellous reception encouraged us to take risks but, at the same time, we were
aware that you can’t do too many albums that don’t sell too well. Three commercial failures and your
publisher says goodbye to you. La Comédie des Ogres (Albin Michel 2002, Chrétien de Troyes Prize 2003)
reassured Albin Michel after a number of more difficult albums that didn’t sell well. Ushi (Albin Michel 2000)
was more reassuring.
Fred: Even so, Ushi is the story of a little blind Indian orphan boy. At any event, we’re only able to do things
well if we want to do them in the first place. For Ushi, I took inspiration from the biography of Ishi, the last
Yana Indian in California, published in the Terre Humaine collection.

Jésus Betz, Seuil jeunesse, 2001

Le Pompier de Lilliputia (The fireman from Lilliputia) is
positioned fairly directly in the wake of Jésus Betz.
Fred: It was Olivier Vadrot, a scenographer friend, who I thank at the
beginning of the book, who gave us the story. He was preparing an
exhibition on the theme of monstrous works in the history of art and,
while researching the project, he came across the story. He was
convinced that it was for us. Almost everything in it is true; the only
thing I invented was the Mayor of New York’s hidden son.
François: We loved getting to grips with that story. Since Dreamland
really existed, I was able to use photographic documents. The album
scared adults (the firemen were ok, but the dwarves!), but it won the
Incorruptibles Prize awarded by children (who haven’t yet learned to
look away, like adults have).
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However, the story has a happy ending.
François: When things start badly, they have to finish well. Or the other way round. It’s one of my favourite
stories.
Fred: Where we find the traditional motif of the abandoned child, ancient tale-style.
Freaks are a recurrent theme throughout your work.
Fred: My mother’s best friend was seriously handicapped, to the degree that she frightened everyone who
didn’t know her. When my school friends came to the house and she was there, they behaved as if there
were a dead elephant in the room. Since she had a business baccalauréat, she gave maths lessons to my
sister. Handicap, and people’s reaction to handicap has always moved me. The double whammy of suffering
and being marginalised is a terrible thing. This funny, lively woman, Babette, was a big part of my childhood.
I myself had a serious accident when I was 23. I couldn’t move for a number of months. It was as if I didn’t
have any arms or legs. I was totally dependent. And the people who came to visit me looked at me with pity
and talked to me as if I were a baby, with a sentimental cloyingness which horrified me. Babette and that
accident are two founding events in terms of what I am as a man and an author.
François: The (brave) teachers who worked on Jésus Betz with their students told us that the children
accepted him as he was. The thing that they were upset about was that his mum abandoned him.
Fred: Once, in a classroom, a little girl gave me a letter addressed to Jésus Betz because her father had no
arms or legs and no one in the class knew about it. For her, the book was an incredible thing.
As well as the fact that you share them, it seems that all your obsessions are linked …
Monstrosity, the circus, the movies, aircraft, trains, the first half of the 20th century …
Fred: You can see that now, but we weren’t aware of it when we were producing our albums, one after the
other.
François: Thanks to Eddy Mitchell and his “Last Sessions”! Our knowledge of film comes from TV. Pirates,
cowboys, black and white and Technicolor movies are things we have in common with a lot of illustrators of
our generation. I’m thinking of Christophe Blain, for example.
Then there was Jeanne et le Mokélé and Uma, the Small Goddess. These two albums map out
a new role for female characters in your work.
François: We thought that there was something of a lack of strong female characters in children’s literature.
Fred: In my family, it was always the women who taught me what
was important. We’ll see what happens when women rule the world;
we’ve already seen how it works out with men. We could try to do
without machismo. You don’t need to be a genius to know that it
would represent real progress. The emphasis we place on our female
characters derives from all that, and you can also see it in my work
for comic books. But, when you think about it, they’re female
characters that we construct as masculine characters; they have the
same strength, the same freedom. Anya, for example…
François: Not Uma! She has a kind of fragility that I find moving.
Rose 5 is cute too (she’s my daughter!).
Fred: They’re cute, but they’re brave and they challenge authority …

5

Rose et l’automate de l’Opéra, Albin Michel Jeunesse 2013.
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And what about Anya?
François: One year – it was in February – I
was invited to Minsk in Belarus. When I got
there it was 20 below. To get from the airport
to the city you had to cross an immense
frozen forest. Even though I never go skiing,
I thought it was magnificent, Siberian. When
I was back in France, I asked Fred to write a
cold story, with a beautiful blonde princess. A
Russian-style world that we hadn’t explored
yet.
Fred: I linked that desire to a story that I had
in mind for a while, about how an entire
generation was destroyed to ensure the
destruction of a single child, like the Romans
who killed all the new-born babies in order to
kill the Baby Jesus. I managed to combine the
two by adding a really evil witch. When
François talked to me about the cold, I
started seeing white animals, albinos.
François: It’s the advert for Beauval Zoo
with the white tiger that you see everywhere
on the metro; that way we left the wolves to
Game of Thrones! I wanted to make Anya a
Pre-Raphaelite character. In the end, she’s almost too perfect, she’s afraid of nothing (with the animals
keeping her company, that’s easy to understand). It’s my blue album! At the end of the story, the dragon
comes and heats everything up. It’s not my favourite part of the album.
Fred: But when we’re in the realm of fantasy tales, we have to really go for it. The cold war there is very
oppressive, and we have to get out of it in style!
François: In this book, more than in any of the others, the bright whiteness of the pages with text on them
bothers me.
Fred: But it’s the narrative that governs the way in which the text is laid out, not the book design. I’m not
going to add text just to balance the pages out.
Is that why we sometimes see, in the pages entirely dedicated to text, graphic elements that
bring those pages nearer to the image?
François: That’s the role of “massacres” (a French term for hunting trophies) in Anya, and of the little ants
in black and white in La Reine des fourmis. For Rex et moi, where the text is shorter and the pictures are on
a white background without decoration, we managed to get round that problem.
Is it easy for a graphic artist to work with you?
François: Oh no! We give our opinion about everything. But, William Boni,
who works on our albums at Albin Michel, is a really good graphic artist.
Fred: We started working with William on The Yellow Train at Le Seuil in
1997. But then he went to work for Albin Michel. He knows us well and we
owe him a lot, he works on 95% of our books. Sometimes he designs letters
for us to get as close as possible to what we want. It’s rare that people would
do that for you.
François: He does magnificent title pages and cover pages for us. Anya is
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the best of all. Right now, we’re finishing the cover for our September album.
Another tiger?
François: I wanted a lion, but Fred said no!
Fred: You see a lot more tigers than lions at the circus!
What is the latest album about?
Fred: Basically, it’s about the problem of belief. Can you be friends with someone if you don’t have the same
beliefs? The story takes place in the Winter Circus, and it’s about the question of whether or not we believe
in ghosts. Everyone keeps on believing what they’ve always believed, but the old parrot and the young
monkey stay friends. It’s an album in which we once again apply the lightness of La Reine des fourmis. The
theme of belief is dealt with in comedic terms and the fact that literacy is an obstacle to credulity, transferred
to the animal world, is part of that lightness.
Illiteracy and credulity, even if we approach them from the point of view of comedy, are
strong themes. How do you place them within the architecture of a project?
Fred: I don’t want them to be the subject. I have them in mind before starting, but I want them to be
swallowed up by the story that’s being told. It has to be obvious enough that adults notice it, but not so
obvious that it disturbs children. Disease, death, handicap … We’ve talked about a lot of serious things, but
never in a full on way.
Based on the text, how do you choose what you show in the images? When Jésus Betz is tied
to the mast of his ship, for example, we could have seen whales, or even Blériot’s airplane.
But we don’t see anything like that …
Fred: I wrote the phrase “whale hunt” to describe the image I was thinking about. But François thought that
it was more effective not to show it. He wanted us to get closer to the character. It’s the first time he’s
happy, up there on his mast. If we had shown whales, we would have had a great action scene, but we
would have lost empathy for the character. And he was right. We really like to surprise one another. Maybe
that’s our favourite thing to do!
Does this process involve rough work?
François: I don’t do much preparatory work. Pictures are constructed by defining the elements of which
they are composed, rather than via rough work. It’s at this point that we use documentation. For the Opéra,
we had the right to a very thoroughgoing visit of the Palais Garnier, where we took over 500 photos. The
Winter Circus is also a building that actually exists which we were able to visit.
Fred: When the text is more or less finished, we spend two or three hours
together working on editing.
François: That’s where my work starts. I have just one title for a picture.
“The Meeting”, “The Final Combat”… I know what it’s for, the intention behind
it. Every picture has to be original compared to the preceding image, so that
all of them help us to advance visually.
Fred: But at this point, the writing is still moving, a paragraph can overlap
two pages to make the scene work better. In La Fille du samouraï (The
samurai’s daughter) there was an additional level in the narration, a man who
attends the play recounts it and adds a kind of mirror love story. It was too
complicated.
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François: Even before the text is written, we know that there will be key moments, strong scenes. The fire
in Le Pompier de Lilliputia, for example. These images have to arrive at the right moment.
In Max et Gardénia, when the text talks about being trapped in a cage, the picture doesn’t
show it …
François: A tiny bit on Page 39!
Fred: But there’s something I regret about this album. The album as a whole is about the mother’s quest,
and at the end, we could at least have let the reader see her.
You really like surprise endings, some of them
enigmatic. At the end of Cheval Vêtu, for example,
why is he allowed to leave with the mare?
Fred: But he’s banished; he’s just killed the Sacred Horse!
The mare is pregnant by Cheval Vêtu (Painted Horse); for
the Indians, she carries evil within her. This question
touches on one of the great difficulties of albums whose
intention is to tell wide-ranging stories in such small formats
(ours are rarely longer than 40 pages). Some stories could
be developed further, but we decide to stop there. That’s
probably why I like to do graphic novels, which give me
more freedom in terms of the format. I couldn’t just stop
with L’Homme-Bonsaï.

Because, Fred, you are also an author of comic books, and L’Homme-Bonsaï (The bonsai man)
became a comic book six years after it came out as a children’s album. 6 Does this mean that
the album wasn’t enough for you?
Fred: It’s one of our favourite albums! But there were strong elements in that story that couldn’t be used in
children’s literature. When there’s something that’s holding back work on an album, we have a kind of
understanding. There are two of us, and the publisher is the third voice. If I’m on my own defending an idea
against the other two, I fall in with the majority. Then, I sometimes visit comic books for adults to help me
get over my artistic block. In 2001, with the success of Jésus Betz, I had to be careful not to shut myself
away in a career as an author of texts, and comic books for adults was my response to that fear. I did that
with Jeanne Picquigny 7 and with L’Homme-Bonsaï. And even after the graphic novel, it’s not a story that I’m
finished with yet.

Are you, like François Place, going to need a novel to do that?
Fred: I don’t know … I think I wouldn’t be too keen without François’s drawings, or mine if I’m doing a
comic book. And it’s a militant position. I didn’t want to think of the novel as a superior form to illustrated
genres. I enjoy this approach to writing. I love reading novels, but I don’t know what I could add by having a
go myself. The illustrated novel isn’t a bastard art: all the great 19th century classics were illustrated at the

6
7

L'Homme-Bonsaï, coll. Delphine Chédru. Paris, Delcourt, 2009. 121 p.-[5] p. de pl. (Mirages)
Une aventure de Jeanne Picquigny. Seuil, 2003 / Casterman, 2012. Series of graphic novels written and illustrated by

Fred Bernard.
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start. The illustrations were removed later. Like music is removed from a film because the images are
enough. Words and images generate emotion in the reader. The Call of the Wild and Les Misérables don’t
lose anything by being illustrated.
It’s the eternal debate between popular literature and high literature.
Fred: Literature for children and young people is popular literature! And some books, by Jack London or
Robert Louis Stevenson, for example, have been placed in that category so that they don’t cause too much
disturbance. London and his socialism, Stevenson up against Victorian rigour, be it social mores or the world
of finance, were too troublesome.
Twenty years is a fair old time. What do you feel looking back?
Fred: At the start, I told myself that we had a reservoir of ideas that might eventually dry up. We know
great musicians and novelists whose oeuvre runs out of steam after a few records or books. But the more we
go on, the more ideas, desire and energy we have.
François: The basic thing is to do different stuff all the time, to surprise ourselves, to surprise our readers
(and our publisher as well, while we’re at it!).
Fred: The feeling that the context is increasingly difficult adds to that energy. The feeling that we have to
fight gives us the strength for the struggle. For ten years, we never talked about figures, and we didn’t know
what an operating account was. Today, we always talk about sales figures with our
publishers.
François: It’s also us who, with maturity, have decided to take a closer look. If you
don’t take any interest in it, then you’re vulnerable. It was when we started poking
around in the figures that we were able to earn more money than we otherwise
would have – and it’s certain that it’s easier to do that when there are two of you.
Even if they don’t much like it, authors shouldn’t be afraid of figures. Being familiar
with them is part of the reality of our work.
Fred: Publishing is an activity characterised by fun and ideas, but also by money.
That doesn’t take anything away from our happiness at working for over fifteen years
with Lucette Savier, our publisher since Ushi at Albin Michel.
From what you say, it seems that you have a great deal of strength, but also a need to stay
permanently alert. What’s your biggest fear?
Fred: The thing that’s a threat for us, and for all authors, is if publishers don’t keep old titles going. Only two
of our albums, one at Le Seuil, the other at Albin Michel, are out-of-print. That’s where we’re lucky, because
it’s the accumulation of the rights on sales from these books, even if they’re modest, that makes it possible
for us to do a new album every year.
What was the happiest time of those twenty years?
Fred and François: Jésus Betz. As much for what we succeeded in doing as for the incredible reception it
received.
François: When we start a new album, we have great ideas for it. But in the end, of course, the finished
product isn’t quite as good as we hoped it might be. But for that one, the result was better than we had
hoped for. We don’t really know what happened, but it was incredible, including the phenomenal success of
the theatre adaptation, which toured the world.
Fred: We also have a soft spot for La Reine des fourmis, our first album …
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A regret?
Fred: That Le Pompier de Lilliputia sells so badly …
François: Frankly, you don’t come across a story like that every day. I’ve rarely been so excited to start
work on an album.
A dream?
Fred: Our hope is that it continues, but a dream is something greater than hope. I’d love to see a film
adaptation of one of our books. Above all, really above all, L’Homme-Bonsaï. It seems that Guillermo del Toro
really likes it …
François: When our characters come to life, as happened for Rose thanks to a theatre troupe from Troyes,
it’s incredibly moving.
Fred: Our albums are our little cinema; the big cinema would be good too!

“Fred Bernard François Roca à deux voix”, interview by Brigitte Andrieux and Marie Lallouet, June 2, 2016, La Revue des

livres pour enfants, 2016, n°290, pp. 88-107. Translated by Michael Lavin.
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A WARDS ’ L IST
La Comédie des ogres
2003 : Prix Chrétien de Troyes
2003 : Prix de la Ville de Cherbourg-Octeville, Cycle II

Jeanne et le Mokélé
2002 : Prix Alphonse Daudet du Livre de jeunesse
2002 : Prix de l’Illustration Jeunesse de Rueil-Malmaison (Meilleur album)

Jésus Betz
2001 : Prix Baobab de l’album
2002 : Prix Alphonse Daudet du Livre de jeunesse

Le Manège de l’oubli
1998 : Prix des Trois vallées
1998 : Prix Tatoulu

Le Pompier de Lilliputia
2011 : Prix des Incorruptibles, Catégorie CE2-CM1
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La Reine des fourmis a disparu
1996
1997
1997
1997

:
:
:
:

Prix
Prix
Prix
Prix

Jérôme Main
Alphonse Daudet du Livre de jeunesse
Goncourt Jeunesse
Sorcière

Rex et moi
2009 : Prix Livrentête, Catégorie Images

Le Secret des nuages
1998 : Prix À vos livres !

Solinké du grand fleuve
1996 : Prix Chrétien de Troyes

Terriblement vert
2002 : Prix Sorcière
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Ushi
2002 : Prix Livres élus (Le Puy en Velay)

2017: Knight of the Order of Arts and Letters
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B IBLIOGRAPHY
F RED B ERNARD

AND

F RANÇOIS R OCA

Text by Fred Bernard, illustration by François Roca.

1996
La reine des fourmis a disparu [The Queen of the ants has disappeared]. Paris, Albin Michel
Jeunesse, 1996. [47] p.
New editions:
Magnard, 2004, 39 p., in the series « Que d'histoires ! »
Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2016

1997
Le secret des nuages [The clouds’ secret]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1997. 40 p.

1998
Le jardin de Max et Gardénia [The garden of Max and Gardenia]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1998.
42 p.
New editions:
Hatier, 2005, 38 p., in the series « Facettes »
Le train jaune [The Yellow train]. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 1998. 36 p.

1999
Cosmos. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1999. [33] p.
Monsieur Cloud, nuagiste [Mister Nuage, cloud artist]. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 1999. 35 p.

2000
Ushi. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2000. [32] p.

2001
Jeanne et le Mokélé [Jeanne and the Mokélé]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2001. [37] p
Jésus Betz [Jesus Betz]. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2001. 29 p.
New editions:
Éd. collector, Seuil Jeunesse, 2001
Seuil Jeunesse, 2015, in the series « Seuil'issime »

2002
La comédie des ogres [The Comedy of ogres]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2002. 34 p.

2003
L'homme-Bonsaï [The Bonsai-man]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2003. 34 p.
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2004
L'Indien de la tour Eiffel [The Indian of the Eiffel Tower]. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2004. [30] p.

2005
Cheval vêtu [Painted horse]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2005. 35 p.

2006
Uma, la petite déesse [Uma, the little godess]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2006. 34 p.

2007
Rex & moi [Rex and me]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2007. [32] p.
New edition:
Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2014, [32] p., in the series « Panda poche »

2008
Soleil noir [Black sun]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2008. 36 p.

2009
Le pompier de Lilliputia [Lilliputia’s fireman]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2009. 30 p.
New edition:
Les Incorruptibles, 2010

2011
Anouketh. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2011. [32] p.

2012
La fille du samouraï [The Samurai’s daughter]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2012. 42 p.

2013
Rose et l'automate de l'opéra [Rose and the Automaton of the Opera]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse,
2013. [32] p.

2015
Anya et Tigre Blanc [Anya and White Tiger]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015. 36 p.

2016
Le fantôme du Cirque d'hiver [The Phantom of the Winter Circus]: told by Spirit & Dino. Paris, Albin
Michel Jeunesse, 2015. 40 p

2017
La malédiction de l'anneau d'or [The curse of the golden ring]. Paris, Albin Michel jeunesse, 2017.
40 p.
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2018
Calamity Jane. Paris, Albin Michel jeunesse, 2018. 40 p.

Other publications

2006
François Roca’s and Fred Bernard’s Calendar. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2006.
Adaptations
2005
Jésus Betz was made into a play. Théâtre de Louviers (Eure), March 2005.

I LLU STRATOR

OF AU TH ORS OTH ER THAN FRED BERNARD

Bauchau, Henry
Diotime et les lions [Diotime and the lions]. Paris, Albin Michel, 2002. 81 p.
Ben Kemoun, Hubert
De jour en jour : Le dernier jour [From day to day: the last day], ill. François Roca, 1997. 133 p.
(Lune noire, Policier, 2)
New editions:
Nathan, 2002, 102 p., in the series « Comète, Policier, 18 »
Nathan, 2005, 92 p., in the series « Nathan poche, 12 ans et +, Policier, 43 »
Samuel : Un monstre dans la peau [Samuel: a monster under the skin], ill. François Roca, 1997.
42 p. (Demi-Lune, 20)
New editions:
Nathan, 2005, in the series « Nathan poche, Fantastique, 36 »
Nathan, 2009, in the series « Nathan poche, Fantastique, 36 »
Nathan, 2013, in the series « Premiers romans : dès 7 ans »
Samuel : Terriblement vert ! [Samuel: terribly green!], ill. François Roca, 2001. 42 p. (Demi-lune,
Fantastique, 49)
New editions:
Nathan, 2005, in the series « Nathan poche, Fantastique, 24 »
Nathan, 2011, in the series « Premiers romans : dès 7 ans »
Nathan, 2018, in the series « Premiers romans »
Brown, Tami Lewis
Soar, Elinor! New York, Melanie Kroupa Books, 2010
First published in the USA. French edition:
L'incroyable exploit d'Elinor. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2011. [42] p. Translated from: Soar, Elinor!
Davy, Pierre
Les chevaux illustres [The famous horses]. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 58 p. (Contes et légendes)
Delval, Marie-Hélène
Jésus : pour les petits [Jesus: for the small ones]. Paris, Bayard éd., 1998. 90 p.
New edition:
Jésus pour les petits [Jesus for the small ones], Bayard jeunesse, 2015, in the series « Le chemin
des petits »
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Giraud, Robert
La Seconde Guerre mondiale : les soldats, les résistants, les civils [The Second World War: the
soldiers, the resistants, the civils]. Paris, Flammarion, 2008. 127 p. (Castor poche, Castor doc)
New edition:
Under the title: La Seconde Guerre mondiale : des origines à la victoire [The Second World
War: from the origins to victory], Flammarion, 2014, 128 p., in the series « Castor doc »
Gudule
Le manège de l'oubli [The carousel of oblivion]. Paris, Nathan, 1997. 150 p. (Pleine lune, Frissons, 70)
New edition:
Nathan, 1998, in the series « Lune noire, Fantastique, 18 »
Guillaume, Marie-Ange
Sacré Raoul ! [Good old Raoul!] Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2002. [26] p.
Suzanne. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2004. [28] p.
Homère
L’Odyssée [Odyssey], Jean Martin and François Roca, Homer. Paris, Nathan, 2013. 57 p. (Contes et
légendes)
Jonas, Anne
Solinké du grand fleuve [Solinké from the Great River]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 1996. [34] p.
(Contes d'hier et d'aujourd'hui)
New edition:
Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015
Maupassant, Guy de
Le papa de Simon [Simon’s dad]: based on a short story by Guy de Maupassant, adapt. Charlotte
Moundlic.
Toulouse, Milan, 2014. [27] p.
Maymat, Nicole
Vanille, flibustière des Antilles ou Le trésor d'Ix Chilam Balam [Vanilla, buccaneer from the
West Indies or The treasure of Ix Chilam Balam]. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2009. 137 p.
New edition:
Seuil Jeunesse, 2009, in the series « Karactère(s) »
Les mille et une nuits [The Thousand and one nights], adapted by Gudule and François Roca. Paris,
Nathan, 2012. 57 p. (Contes et légendes)
Moundlic, Charlotte
Après la tempête [After the storm]. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2011. [24] p.
Nessmann, Philippe
À l'autre bout de la Terre : le tour du monde de Magellan [At the other end of the Earth:
Magellan's world tour]. Paris, Flammarion, 2006. 16 pl. (Découvreurs du monde)
Paterson, Katherine
The light of the World: The life of Jesus for children. New York, Arthur A. Levine, 2008.
48 p.
Published in the USA. No French edition.
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Prince, April Jones
Twenty-one elephants and still standing. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 2005.
First published in the USA. French edition:
21 éléphants sur le pont de Brooklyn, trad. de l’anglais (États-Unis) par Pascale Jusforgues. Paris, Albin
Michel Jeunesse, 2006. [30] p. Translated from: Twenty-one elephants and still standing
New edition:
Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015, [32] p., in the series « Panda poche : 6-9 ans »
Quiroga, Horacio
Le dévoreur d'hommes [The devourer of men], trad. de l'espagnol par Annie Boule-Christauflour. Paris,
Seuil-Métailié, 2003.
55 p. Translated from: El devorador de hombres
New edition:
Le Grand livre du mois, 2003
Roger, Marie-Sabine
À la vie, à la... [To life, to…]. Paris, Nathan, 1998. 118 p. (Pleine lune, Roman réaliste, 83)
New editions:
Nathan, 2002, 95 p., in the series « Comète, C'est ma vie, 9 »
Nathan, 2005, in the series « Nathan poche, 11 ans et +, C'est la vie !, 40 »
Saint Chamas, Emmanuelle ; Saint Chamas, Benoît de
Contes de la cave [Tales of the cellar]. Paris, Seuil, 2003. 131 p.
Contes du grenier [Tales of the attic]. Paris, Seuil, 2002. 134 p.
Singer, Isaac Bashevis
Histoire des trois souhaits et autres contes [Story of the three wishes and other tales], trad. de
l'anglais [États-Unis] par Marie-Pierre Bay. Paris, Seuil, 2000. 110 p. Translated from: Stories for children
Quand Shlemiel s'en fut à Varsovie et autres contes [When Shlemiel went to Warsaw and other
stories], trad. de l'anglais [États-Unis] par Marie-Pierre Bay. Paris, Seuil, 1999. 91 p. Translated from:
When Shlemiel went to Warsaw and other stories
Stevenson, Robert Louis
L'île au trésor [The treasure island], adapt. Claire Ubac, d'après Robert Louis Stevenson. Paris, Nathan,
2000. 60 p. (Album Nathan)
New edition:
Nathan, 2009, in the series « Album Nathan »
Wells, H. G.
The Magic shop [La boutique magique]. Purple Bear, 2005. 32 p. First published in the USA. No French
edition.
Winter, Jonah
Muhammad Ali : champion of the world. New York, Schwartz & Wade, 2007. First published in the USA.
French edition:
Mohamed Ali : champion du monde, trad. par Pascale Jusforgues. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2008.
37 p. Translated from: Muhammad Ali : champion of the world
New edition:
Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015, in the series « Panda poche »
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B OOK C OVER D ESIGNS
François Roca has designed covers for children’s and adults’ books. Here are some examples of his work for
children:
Published by Bayard Jeunesse:
Desplechin, Marie
Copie double [Double copy]. Paris, Bayard Jeunesse, 2000. 91 p. (Les Romans de « Je bouquine »)
Drozd, Irina
Un tueur à ma porte [A killer at my door]. Paris, Bayard Jeunesse, 2000. 89 p. (Les Romans de « Je
bouquine »)
Gillot, Laurence
Coup de foudre [Love at first sight]. Paris, Bayard Jeunesse, 2001. 96 p. (Les Romans de Je bouquine,
112)
Hugues, Monica
L’île des rêves interdits [The island of forbidden dreams]. Bayard Jeunesse, 2000. 281 p.
Laufer, Darmiche
L’été de mes treize ans [The summer I turned thirteen]. Paris, Bayard Jeunesse, 2003. 74 p. (Les
Romans de « Je bouquine »)
Raynaud, Florence
Le traîneau d’Oloona [Oloona’s sledge]. Bayard Jeunesse, 2002. 110 p. (Les Romans de « Je
bouquine»)
Published by Flammarion Jeunesse:
Hansen, Thore
La reine des pirates [The pirate queen]. Paris, Père Castor Flammarion, 2004. 146 p. (Castor poche,
Aventure, 976)
Mouchard, Christel
Devi : bandit aux yeux de fille [Devi: bandit with girl’s eyes]. Paris, Flammarion, 2010. 256 p.
Published by Hachette Jeunesse:
Crossley-Holland, Kevin
Arthur : la pierre prophétique [Arthur: the prophetic stone]. Hachette Jeunesse, 2004. 602 p. (Le
Livre de poche Jeunesse)
Arthur : à la croisée des chemins [Arthur: at the crossroads]. Hachette Jeunesse, 2005. 668 p. (Le
Livre de poche Jeunesse)
Published by Milan Jeunesse:
Doyle, Arthur Conan
Les aventures de Sherlock Holmes [The adventures of Sherlock Holmes]. Toulouse, Milan, 20002001 (Milan poche junior, Polar)
v.1: 147 p. ; v.2 : 135 p.
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Hendry Frances Mary
Les enfants du négrier [The children of the slaver]. Toulouse, Milan, 2003. 317 p. (Milan poche
histoire, 16)
Piquemal, Michel
Moi Sitting Bull [I, Sitting Bull]. Toulouse, Milan, 2002. 125 p. (Milan poche histoire, 3)
Sedgwick, Marcus
Le livre des damnés, t.2 : La nuit du fantôme [The Book of the Damned, t.2: The Night of the
Ghost]. Toulouse, Milan, 2005. 253 p.
Zitelmann, Arnulf
Qila, fille des cavernes [Qila, cave girl]. Toulouse, Milan, 2005. 247 p. (Milan poche histoire, 26)
Published by Nathan Jeunesse:
« Contes et légendes » series
Andrevon, Jean-Pierre
Contes et récits des héros de la Rome antique [Tales and stories of ancient Rome’s heroes], ill.
Emre Ohrun. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 309 p. (Contes et légendes, 36)
Chrétien de Troyes ; Mirande, Jacqueline
Les chevaliers de la Table ronde [The Knights of the Round Table], Jacqueline Mirande, d'après
Chrétien de Troyes, ill. Odile Alliet. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 248-16 p. (Contes et légendes, 7)
Coppin, Brigitte
Rois et reines de France : contes et récits [Kings and queens of France: tales and stories], ill.
Nicolas Duffaut. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 184 p. (Contes et légendes, 57)
Évano, Brigitte
Contes et légendes de l'Égypte ancienne [Tales and Legends of Ancient Egypt], ill. de Marcelino
Truong. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 151 p. (Contes et légendes, 13)
Ovide ; Gillot, Laurence
Les métamorphoses d'Ovide [The metamorphoses of Ovid], [adapt. par] Laurence Gillot, ill. Arnauld
Rouèche. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 239 p. (Contes et légendes, 21)
Grenier, Christian
Contes et légendes des héros de la mythologie [Tales and Legends of Heroes of Mythology], ill.
Philippe Kailhenn. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 241 p. (Contes et légendes, 16)
Contes et récits des héros de la Greece antique [Tales and stories of the heroes of ancient
Greece], ill. Christian Heinrich. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 242 p. (Contes et légendes, 41)
Les douze travaux d'Hercule [The twelve labours of Hercules], ill. Philippe Caron. Paris, Nathan,
2010. 261 p. (Contes et légendes, 4)
Jason et la conquête de la Toison d'or [Jason and the conquest of the Golden Fleece], ill. Élène
Usdin. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 264 p. (Contes et légendes, 58)
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Gudule
Les amoureux légendaires [Legendary lovers], ill. Jacques Guillet. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 147 p. (Contes
et légendes, 55)
Elfes et lutins [Elves and leprechauns], ill. Sébastien Mourrain. Paris, Nathan, 2012. 164 p. (Contes et
légendes, 60)
Fées et princesses [Fairies and princesses], ill. Patricia Reznikov. Paris, Nathan, 2012. 167 p. (Contes
et légendes, 39)
Ogres et géants [Ogres and giants], ill. Didier Millotte. Paris, Nathan, 2012. 135 p. (Contes et légendes,
63)
Les mille et une nuits [The thousand and one nights], adapté par Gudule et François Roca. Paris,
Nathan, 2012. 57 p. (Contes et légendes)
Hiu, Janine
Légendes de China [Legends from China], ill. Boll. Paris, Nathan, 2015. 161 p. (Contes et légendes, 69)
Magasin – [2015-151342]
Halicarnasse, Denys ; Sautereau, François
La naissance de Rome : contes et légendes [The birth of Rome: tales and legends], adapt.
François Sautereau, d'après les « Antiquités
Romaines » de Denys d'Halicarnasse, ill. Fred Jacquet. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 137-15 p. (Contes et légendes,
6)
Haraldson, Lars
Les Vikings [The Vikings], ill. Jong Romano. Paris, Nathan, 2013. 183 p. (Contes et légendes, 44)
Homère ; Martin, Jean
L'Iliade [Iliad], adapt. Jean Martin, d’après Homère, ill. Romain Slocombe. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 171-16 p.
(Contes et légendes, 9)
L'Odyssée [Odyssey], adapt. Jean Martin, d’après Homère, ill. Romain Slocombe. Paris, Nathan, 2010.
186-16 p. (Contes et légendes, 10)
New edition:
Ill. François Roca, Nathan, 2013, in the series « Contes et légendes »
Jonas, Anne
Légendes yiddish [Yiddish legends], ill. Nancy Peña. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 144 p. (Contes et légendes,
66)
Les samouraïs [The samurai], ill. Éric Serre. Paris, Nathan, 2014. 153 p. (Contes et légendes, 68)
Massardier, Gilles
Les héros du Moyen âge [The heroes of the Middle Ages], ill. Joann Sfar. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 258 p.
(Contes et légendes, 28)
Mirande, Jacqueline
Contes et légendes du Moyen âge [Tales and legends of the Middle Ages], ill. André Juillard. Paris,
Nathan, 2010. 183-16 p. (Contes et légendes, 8)
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Pinguilly, Yves
L'Afrique d'ouest en est [Africa from West to East], ill. Cathy Millet. Paris, Nathan, 2012. 230 p.
(Contes et légendes, 2)
Légendes de Bretagne [Legends of Brittany], ill. Joëlle Jolivet. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 176 p. (Contes et
légendes, 18)
Pouget, Anne
Contes et légendes des sept merveilles du monde [Tales and legends of the Seven Wonders of
the World], ill. Hippolyte. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 153 p. (Contes et légendes, 64)
Pouzadoux, Claude
Carthage, ill. Julie Ricossé. Paris, Nathan, 2011. 153 p. (Contes et légendes, 65)
Contes et légendes de la mythologie grecque [Tales and legends of Greek mythology], ill.
Frédérick Mansot. Paris, Nathan, 2010. 248-16 p. (Contes et légendes, 5)
Noguès, Jean-Côme
Au bout des longues neiges [After the long snows]. Paris, Nathan Jeunesse, 2014. 256 p. (Grand
format)

E XH IBITIONS
2002
« Autour de François Roca et Fred Bernard » [About François Roca and Fred Bernard], Original
illustrations taken from François Roca’s and Fred Bernard’s books, and all the illustrations from the book
Jésus Betz. Bibliothèque Boris Vian, Tremblay-en-France (Seine-Saint-Denis), from 5 to 30 November 2002.
Originaux de l'album Jésus Betz [Original illustrations of the picture book Jésus Betz ].
Bibliothèque municipale de L'Astrolabe, Cergy (Val-d’Oise), du 12 février au 9 mars 2002.
2003
The originals illustrations of the picture book Jésus Betz have been exhibition at the bookshop
« L’Oiseau lire » of Louviers (Eure), as well as at the Médiathèque de Louviers, in Mars 2003, when the book
was turned into a theatre play.
2004
François Roca : 67 originaux tirés de plusieurs albums [François Roca: 67 original illustrations
taken from various picture books]. Médiathèque Hermeland, Saint-Herblain (Loire-Atlantique), from 13
April to 29 May 2004.
2005
Exhibition of orginales by Fred Bernard and François Roca, Maison des Écrits, Échirolles (Isère), from
4 April to 28 May 2005.
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2015-2016
« François Roca, illustrateur jeunesse, Si la vie m’était contée … » [“François Roca, illustrator. If life was told
to me…”]. [Centre d’art de Rouge-cloître (banlieue de Bruxelles, Belgium), from 16 October 2015 to 31
January 2016.

F OR

MORE INFORMATION

Monographies
« Fred Bernard et François Roca, 20 ans d'aventures » [Dossier], La Revue des livres pour enfants,
2016, n°290, pp. 84-149.
Fred Bernard & François Roca : créateurs d'aventures, préf. Lucette Savier, rédaction des notices
Manon Bardin, François-Jean Goudeau. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2016. 63 p.
Articles
Combet, Claude
« Fred Bernard et François Roca : tandem » [Fred Bernard and François Roca: tandem], Livres-Hebdo, 16
septembre 2005, p. 45.
Dubois-Marcoin, Danielle
« ʺJésus Betzʺ, prix Baobab de l’album en 2001, un ouvrage insolite et justement remarqué » [“"Jesus Betz",
Baobab prize of the album in 2001, an unusual and justly noticed work”, Cahiers Robinson, 2004, n°16, pp.
151-154.
Gromer, Bernadette
« Roca, François », in Dictionnaire du livre de jeunesse : la littérature d’enfance et de jeunesse en France
[Dictionnary of children’s books: children’s and young adults’ literature in France], dir. Isabelle NièresChevrel and Jean Perrot. Paris, Cercle de la Librairie, 2013, pp. 807-808.
Hamaide, Éléonore
« François Roca et l’album ʺL’Indien de la tour Eiffelʺ » [François Roca and the picture book “The Indian of
the Eiffel Tower”], pp. 146-161, in Images des livres pour la jeunesse : lire et analyser [Pictures of children’s
books: reading and analysing], dir. Annick Lorant-Jolly and Sophie Van der Linden. Paris, Thierry Magnier /
SCEREN-CRDP de Créteil, 2006. 231 p.
« "L'Homme-Bonsaï" de Fred Bernard » [“”The Bonsai-Man” by Fred Bernard”], Notes bibliographiques.
2009, n°10, pp. 20-21.
Laval, Martine
« Deux hommes en couleur : Fred Bernard et François Roca » [Two men in colours: Fred Bernard and
François Roca], Télérama, 2003, n° 2814, pp. 52-53.
« Roca, François », Something about the author, Gale Cengage, 2009, vol. 200, pp. 169-170.
Person, Malika
« François Roca & Fred Bernard. En symbiose » [François Roca & Fred Bernard. In symbiosis], in Secrets
d’illustrateurs, La Revue des livres pour enfants, Hors-série n° 4, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France,
2018, pp. 127-134.
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Soulé, Véronique
« Rencontre avec François Roca » [“Meeting with François Roca”], Visiteurs du soir, 19 May 2005.
Report on the website: http://cnlj.bnf.fr

W EBSITE
https://www.albin-michel.fr/auteurs/francois-roca-17857 [Accessed on 15 January 2019].
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T RANSLATED B OOKS
SORTED BY LANGUAGE

C ATALAN
La Comédie des Ogres, Fred Bernard and François Roca, Editorial Juventud
(Spain)
El bomber de Lilliputia (Le pompier de Liliputia), Fred Bernard and
François Roca, Editorial Comanegra (Spain), 2010
Le Secret des Nuages, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Editorial Lumen
(Spain)
Sol negre [Soleil Noir], Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Editorial
Juventud (Spain)

C H INESE ( SI MPLIFIED )
La Reine des Fourmis a disparu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
DUKU CULTURAL EXCHANGE (China)
Le Pompier de Liliputia, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, DUKU
CULTURAL EXCHANGE (China)
Rose et l'automate de l'opéra, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, DUKU
CULTURAL EXCHANGE (China)

D ANISH
Dronningen er bortført (La Reine des Fourmis a disparu), Fred
Bernard and ill. François Roca, AGERTOFTS FORLAG A/S (Denmark)

D U TCH
Suzanne, Marie-Ange Guillaume, ill. Fraçois Roca, Lemniscaat, 2005 (The
Netherlands)

E NGLISH
La Reine des Fourmis a disparu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
ABBEVILLE PRESS (USA)
The Yellow train (Le Train jaune), Alistair Highet and François Roca,
Creative Editions, 2001

G ERMAN
Le Jardin de Max et Gardénia, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
GERSTENBERG GMBH (Germany)
Jesus Betz (Jésus Betz), Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
GERSTENBERG GMBH (Germany), 2002
Die verschwundene Ameisenkönigin (La Reine des fourmis a
disparu), Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, GERSTENBERG GMBH
(Germany), 1997
Susanne, Marie Ange Guillaume, ill. François Roca, Gerstenberg (Germany),
2005
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Ushi, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, GERSTENBERG GMBH (Germany),
2001

G REEK
Le fantôme du cirque d'hiver, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Kokkini
Klosti Demeni (Greece)

I TALIAN
Anya e Tigre Bianca (Anya et le tigre Blanc), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, INTER LOGOS (Italy)
Cheval vêtu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, La Margherita Edizioni
(Italy)
La Commedia deghli orchi (La Comédie des Ogres), Fred Bernard and
ill. François Roca, La Margherita Edizioni (Italy)
La Figlia del samurai (La Fille du samouraï), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, INTER LOGOS (Italy)
La maledizione dell'anello d'oro (La Malédiction de l'anneau d'or),
Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Inter Logos (Italy), 2018
Il fantasma del circo d’inverno (Le fantôme du cirque d'hiver), Fred
Bernard and ill. François Roca, Inter Logos srl (Italy)
Il pompiere di Lilliputia (Le Pompier de Lilliputia), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, INTER LOGOS (Italy), année
Le Secret des Nuages, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, La Margherita
Edizioni (Italy)
L’Uomo Bonsai (L'homme-bonsaï), Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
Inter Logos (Italy)
Rex & Moi, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, La Margherita Edizioni (Italy)
Rose e l'automa dell'Opera (Rose et l’automate de l'opéra), Fred
Bernard and ill. François Roca, INTER LOGOS (Italy), année
Sole nero (Soleil Noir), Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, La Margherita
Edizioni (Italy), 2011
Uma la petite déesse, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, La Margherita
Edizioni (Italy)

K OREAN
Cosmos, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, HANMADANG (Korea)
Jeanne et le Mokélé, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Korea Dewey
(Korea)
La Reine des Fourmis a disparu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
HANMADANG (Korea)
Le Jardin de Max et Gardénia, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
HANMADANG (Korea)
Le Secret des Nuages, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, HANMADANG
(Korea)
Uma la petite déesse, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Tomato House
Publishing (Korea)
Ushi, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, HANMADANG (Korea)

S PANISH
Anya y Tigre Blanco (Anya et le tigre blanc), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, Editorial Luis Vives (Spain), 2017
La Comedia de los ogros (La Comédie des Ogres), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, trad. Pedro Campos Sánchez, Editorial Juventud (Spain)
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La hija del samurái (La Fille du samouraï), Fred Bernard and ill. François
Roca, Editorial Luis Vives (Spain), 2018
La Reine des Fourmis a disparu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
LIBRI MUNDI S.A. (Equateur)
Le pompier de Liliputia, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Editorial
Comanegra (Spain)
El Secreto de las nubes (Le Secret des Nuages), Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, Editorial Lumen (Spain), 2003
Sol negro [Soleil Noir], Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca, Editorial
Juventud (Spain)
Susana [Suzanne], Marie Ange Guillaume, ill. François Roca, Editorial
Juventud (Spain)
El Tren amarillo (Le train jaune), Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
Editorial Lumen (Spain), 2003
Uma, la pequeña diosa [Uma la petite déesse], Fred Bernard and ill.
François Roca, Editorial Juventud (Spain)
Veintiún Elefantes en el puente de Brooklyn [21 éléphants sur le
pont de Brooklyn], April Jones Price, ill. François Roca, Editorial Juventud
(Spain)

S W EDISH
La Reine des Fourmis a disparu, Fred Bernard and ill. François Roca,
TAGO FORLAG (Sweden)
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T OP TEN BOOKS
21 ÉLÉPH ANTS SU R LE PON T DE B ROOKLYN
[T W EN TY -O NE E LEPH ANTS AND S TILL STANDING ]
April Jones Prince, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015. 40 p.
After fourteen years of construction, the Brooklyn Bridge was completed, much to the
delight of the sister cities it connected: Brooklyn and New York City. One man seized the
opportunity to show people in Brooklyn, New York and the world that the Brooklyn
Bridge was in fact strong enough to hold even the heaviest of passengers. P. T.
Barnum, creator of “The Greatest Show on Earth,” would present a show too big for the
Big Top and too wondrous to forget…

A NYA

ET

T IGRE

BLANC

[A NYA

AND

W HITE T I GER ]

Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2015. 32 p.
Born in a cold and austere country, Anya, a willing and fearless woman, lives in
symbiosis with nature. The children of her generation all disappear, but not Anya. Alas,
she is kidnapped at the age of twelve. White Tiger and other animals help her fight a
victorious battle against the evil force that freezes the whole country. The palette of
blues and greys of the images with their striking frames brings a dramatic tension and
an epic breath to this fantastic tale.

C ALAMI TY J ANE
François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2018. 40 p.
Calamity Jane had entrusted her daughter to a couple of travellers who adopted her.
For nearly 25 years, Jane sent letters that tell of her profound maternal love and raw
tenderness. These powerful texts are accompanied by François Roca’s sensitive and
grandiose paintings, which render the wilderness of the great outdoors and capture the
beauty and fragility of this wounded heroine, modern and free, fighting to survive in the
Wild West, a men’s world.

L’H OMME -B ONSAÏ [T H E B ONSAI M AN ]
Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2003. 34 p.
In this fantastic tale, the sea serves as a setting for the extraordinary destiny of a
simple potter, forced to board a ship and to travel his whole life. During the vicissitudes
of his life, nature gives him a miraculous gift: the tree that grows on his head will give
him the strength to take revenge but will also force him to permanently abandon the
world of humans.
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L’I NCROYABLE

EXPLOI T D ’E LINOR

[S OAR , E LINOR !]

Tamis Lewis Brown, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2011. 48 p.
Elinor Smith, a young American born at the beginning of the 20th century, had decided
from her early childhood to become a pilot. At the age of sixteen, she obtained her
pilot's certificate and decided to silence the sceptics by accomplishing a feat: to pass
under four bridges of New York’s harbour… François Roca’s illustrations combine
documentary precision and evocative power, giving full dimension to this adventure.

L’I NDIEN
T OW ER ]

T OU R E IFFEL [T H E I NDIAN

DE LA

OF TH E

E IFFEL

Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2004. 40 p.
Two versions of a terrible news item in late nineteenth-century Paris: that of the police,
where Billy Powona, a force of nature, of Indian origin, is the ideal culprit of a murder,
and that of the narrator who tells the truth of a tragic love story. The powerful
illustrations are full of strength and sensuality; they add even more intensity to this
tragic story.

J ÉSU S B ETZ [J ESU S B ETZ ]
Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 2015. 40 p.
Jesus is born in 1894, without arms and legs. His life is full of obstacles and despair. In
a long and touching letter to his mother, he recounts the 33 dates that have marked his
life as a trunk-man.

L E P OMPIER

DE

L ILLIPU TIA [T H E F IREMAN

OF

L ILLI PU TIA ]

Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2009. 36 p.
Little Henry McQueen is a dwarf; his dream is to become a fireman. It’s not easy for him
to find his place in the adult world… This moving story finds a charming echo in the
large full-page paintings, particularly highlighted by the very large format of the album.
A subtle dialogue is established between the text and the images, which are inspired by
facts and real places. They serve as a frame for the story of this little boy rejected by
his family, but who still finds the courage to flourish and become a hero.

L E T R AIN

JAU NE

[T H E Y ELLOW

TRAIN ]

Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Seuil Jeunesse, 1998. 40 p.
The driver of the famous Yellow Train that brought the first inhabitants to New Caldera,
which has since become a huge city, tells the story of his life to his grandson. He
crossed the Ghost Mountains, the virgin forest, the plains populated by Indians… The
illustrations, rendering huge spaces, are superb.
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U MA ,

LA PETI TE DÉESSE

[U MA ,

TH E LITTLE GODDESS ]

Fred Bernard, ill. François Roca. Paris, Albin Michel Jeunesse, 2006. 32 p.
Uma, a little girl, has become the new goddess of India. She will have to comfort the
king without saying a word and bless the inhabitants. But one day, faced with the attack
of an army of demons, Uma must leave the city and reach the fortified palace of the
neighbouring maharajah. The war is spreading and Uma has to flee. She discovers the
country, is moved by the beauty of the world and finds the joy of living with her
family...
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B OOKS S ENT TO THE J URORS
21 É LÉPH ANTS SU R LE PON T
[T W ENTY -O NE E LEPH ANTS AND

DE

B ROOKLYN

S TILL STANDING ]

After fourteen years of construction, the Brooklyn Bridge was completed,
much to the delight of the sister cities it connected: Brooklyn and New
York City. Fireworks and top hats filled the air in celebration when the
magnificent bridge opened in 1883. But some wondered just how much
weight the new bridge could hold. Was it truly safe?
One man seized the opportunity to show people in Brooklyn, New York
and the world that the Brooklyn Bridge was in fact strong enough to hold
even the heaviest of passengers. P. T. Barnum, creator of “The Greatest
Show on Earth,” would present a show too big for the Big Top and too
wondrous to forget.
An unusual strength emerges from the images that bring an almost
fantastic dimension to the story. A perfect balance is in place between the
illustrations and the quasi documentary text.



A P R E S E NTA T IO N

IN

E NG L IS H

ON

YOUTUBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgWHb5bK80M
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Source: http://www.review-land.com/twenty-one-elephants-and-still-standing-by-april-jones-prince/
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Source: https://www.livresouverts.qc.ca/index.php?p=il&lo=49475
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C ALAMI TY J ANE
Calamity Jane had entrusted her daughter to a couple of travelers who
adopted her. For nearly 25 years, Jane sent letters that tell of her
profound maternal love and raw tenderness. These powerful texts are
accompanied by François Roca’s sensitive and grandiose paintings, which
render the wilderness of the great outdoors and capture the beauty and
fragility of this wounded heroine, modern and free, fighting to survive in
the Wild West, a men’s world.
Illustrating Calamity Jane’s letters to her daughter, François Roca gives life
to a legendary figure and captures the fascinating atmosphere of the Wild
West.



Source: https://www.telerama.fr/livres/calamity-jane,n5842025.php
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Source: https://addict-culture.com/calamity-jane-francois-roca/
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L’H OMME -B ONSAÏ [T H E B ONSAI -M AN ]
In the middle of a storm, on a raging sea, a huge tree embedded in the
structure of an old ship of the eighteenth century rises and falls with the
waves in front of the astonished eyes of the Narval crew. This improbable
encounter becomes even more astonishing: the morning following the
storm, the tree tells its story to the captain who approaches the ship to
see this strange tree more clearly. In this fantastic tale, the sea serves as
a setting for the extraordinary destiny of a simple potter, forced to board a
ship and to travel his whole life. During the vicissitudes of his life, nature
gives him a miraculous gift: the tree that grows on his head will give him
the strength to take revenge but will also force him to permanently
abandon the world of humans.
A text full of imagination and poetry, a view on what humans owe to
nature and vice-versa. There’s magic in François Roca’s grand illustrations,
a magic that goes well with the powerful text written by Fred Bernard. This picture book is a real treat!
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Source: https://www.reseau-canope.fr/atelier-val-d-oise/toutes-les-ressources/au-pole-ressources/litterature-jeunesse/albumsen-reseaux-themes-auteurs/voyages-aventures-pirates/article/l-homme-bonsai

Source: http://www.liberweb.it/News-article-sid-10347-topic-25.html
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J ÉSU S B ETZ [J ESU S B ETZ ]
This is the story of Jesus Betz, the trunk-man with the soprano voice.
Jesus is born in 1894. His life is full of obstacles and despair. In a long and
touching letter to his mother, he recounts the 33 dates that have marked
his life as a trunk-man.
Watchman on a whaling ship, stuck by a seagull, he is taken in by the
huge Mamamita. Soon, both fall under the influence of Max Roberto who
shows them in bars as weird creatures. When he finally finds the courage
to flee with his friend Pollux, he decides to enlist in a circus where, finally
treated with respect, he will experience success and happiness with Suma
Katra, a beautiful mute acrobat...
This uncommon destiny is told in a touching and modest way: in this letter
to his mother, Jesus Betz forgives her for having abandoned him and gives her an account of all his
misfortunes. This stunning picture book is the confession of a torn, dependant man, who finds the courage
to believe in life and to fight for love. It makes us believe that everything is possible, and that encounters
with special persons can change the course of one’s life.

Jésus Betz won the 2001 Baobab Prize for the book fair and the youth press in Seine-Saint-Denis and the
Prix Alphonse Daudet - Goncourt jeunesse 2002.



https://youtu.be/-_TrkDYTmWE
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Source: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/buecher/rezensionen/belletristik/rezensionbelletristik-ohne-arme-und-beine-im-scheinwerferlicht-152418.html
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Source: https://www.ricochet-jeunes.org/livres/jesus-betz
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U MA

LA PETI TE DÉESSE

[U MA

TH E LI TTLE GODDESS ]

The character of Uma is inspired by a tradition of the Hindu religion still
alive in Nepal, that of Kumari, goddess incarnated for a time by a girl
chosen for her beauty and subjected to the test of a night of terror to
confirm the priests’ choice. Thanks to her education as a little goddess,
Uma will know how to overcome with intelligence and strong will all the
difficulties to find refuge in her family. Spectacular illustrations attract and
hold the eye.
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Source: http://latormentaenunvaso.blogspot.com/2007/06/uma-la-pequea-diosa-fred-bernard.html
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